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Cashtec Ltd

PO Box 8179

Reading, Berkshire RG6 9PL

Tel: 0330 1190008 Fax: 0843 2180579
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Every product for the cash process
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Intelligent solutions
Counter Cache intelligent - Intelligent Safes - Cash Office System - Bulk Note Deposit System - Cash Complete - Time Delay System
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Counter Cache Intelligent
One Touch Cash Handling Solution

Once cash has been handed over from the customer to the retailer, 100% of  this money should find its way qyuickly

and directly into the retailers bank account. The CCI can achieve this on two levels. Firstly it will eradicate any 

unacountable cash shrinkage, making it an invaluble tool for any loss prevention department. Secondly it will deliver

significant operational time/cost saving of around 75% - 85% with an average ROI of under 2 years

Optimum Enviroment
High volumes of cash but low transaction value ie: 2 - 3 notes

Cash Process
Notes are accepted by the unit at the POS, they are no longer touched, counted or accessable untill they are removed

from the CCI

Cash Visability
As notes are deposited they are counted, verified and time stamped, this data can link into EPoS or intergrated into

back office software
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Direct link from Versasafe to cloud based software

Versasafe Intelligent Cash System

The Versasafe puts an end to the time-intensive, manual process of traditional cash management. The safe will

reduce internal shrinkage and the amount of times the cash is touched and reduce the overall cost of processing

cash. All transactions and cash deposits are time stamped and recorded this data can be viewed on software 

accessible from PC/Laptop or even on a smartphone

At the end of a days trading, Financial institution or CIT can receive day close data, the financial institution or CIT

can provide credit on validated cash giving the retailer faster accesss to the moneys credit while it is still physically

still inside the Versasafe

Accountability
The Versasafe will report all data by date, time, user and specific activity giving a complete audit trail and visibility of

revenue across the estate

Monitoring
Versalink is updated in real time as deposits are made at each Versasafe, information can be viewed by denomination

split, total and % value of each cassette or sealable pouch



All

Maximum cash flow control
Reycling of coins and notes increasing efficiency and staff flexibility

www.cashtec.co.uk
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RCS 800 is an innovative cash processing solution developed in cooperation with leading international retailers and

CIT operators. By streamlining cash administration and verification procedures, the system enables faster, more 

efficient cashier routines for collecting cash floats and depositing the days takings.Manual packaging of cash is 

eliminated. The CIT operator can keep a close check on cash flow data and reduce coin loads and optimise collection

cycles in order to minimise environmental impact from cash transport

Optimum Enviroment
High volumes of cash but low transaction value ie: 2 - 3 notes

Cash Process
Notes are accepted by the unit at the POS, they are no longer touched, counted or accessable untill they are removed

from the CCI

Cash Visability
As notes are deposited they are counted, verified and time stamped, this data can link into EPoS or intergrated into

back office software

RCS 800 Retail Cash Office System

Thefloat 

isautomatic 

populated in the

till drawer...

Intelligent solutions

Per individual cashier

www.cashtec.co.uk
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Intelligent solutions

The CDS707 high-speed bulk note deposit machine will help operators process the increasing volume of bank notes.

With a very compact footprint it processes notes at a rate of 8 a second including validation and uses advanced note

recognition technology for highly accurate counting and to identify counterfeit currency. The CDS707 is a cost effective

option for many operators and it has the ability to securly store upto 5,000 bank notes in its CEN rated safe

Optimum Enviroment
Stores operating 10 + till points

Cash Process
Carried out by either input from the touch screen, or via dallas key units are supplied with the machine for CIT, su-

pervisor or operator usage

Cash Visability
Receipts for all transactions are produced by the internal thermal printer. A TCP-IP network connection is available

for remote control or monitoring of the machines

CDS 707 Bulk Note Deposit Machine
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Intelligent solutions
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Counterfeit detection
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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Forgery Detection

Small, compact and reliable forgery detection unit with a large easy to read LCD display. The unit will 

automatically count denomination and value of the notes as they pass through the censor. If any notes are

found to be counterfeit, the unit will omit an audible alarm

Electronic Forgery Detector CT221
Detect Forged UK and Euro Bank Notes

-Banknotes can be presented in any direction

- Detection speed of <0.5 seconds per note

-Lithium battery or mains power

-2D size detection

-Ultraviolet detection

Product features

Forgery Detection CT1189
RoHS approved UV detector lamps

-Powerful 9W UV tube

- Notes/credit cards/driving licences/passports

-Small compact design

-Easy to change tube

- Size: 192 (L) x 80 (D) x 85 (H) mm

Forgery Detection CT1982
-Powerful 12W UV tube

- 6w White light (watermark detection)

-Notes/credit cards/driving licences/passports

-Size: 270 (W) x 140 (D) x 140 (H) mm

- Update port on reverse
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Forgery Detection

Forgery Detector Mini

- Metal Thread Detection

- UV Detection

- Portable with Neck Strap

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

Magnetic thread and UV

- 100% accurate

- UV Detection

- Portable with key ring attachement

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

- Self replacing cap

- UV Detection

- Complete with fixing pads

- Long lasting marker nib

- 100% accurate

- UV Detection

- Detects smartwater and selecta DNA

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

Key Ring UV Detector
Compact, light and easy to use UV detection key ring

POS check-a-note
Fix to the POS for an easy check of bank notes

Handheld UV Detector
Compact, light and easy to use UV detection handheld device

Counterfeit Detector Pen
Effective & Reliable Low Cost Solution

80% of retailers still prefer the simplicity and reliabilty of a detector pen

to the more complex electronic machines

-Low cost effective solution

- Simple to use

-100% Accurate

-Instant result

Order Volumes
250 / 500 / 750 1,000+
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POS Cash Storage
POS Cash Deposit
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POS Cash Storage

POS Note Store Deposit Box
Internal Cassette for cash Security

A solid and robust steel constructed drop safe for the secure storage of bank notes at the till

point. Notes are posted into the outer solid steel drop safe and stored neatly and securely within

the inner lockable spring loaded cassette

- Simple operation

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal cassette

- Anti fish entry point

-Easy to install with solid fixing points

-High security locks and keys

Note Safe Cash Deposit Box
Internal Cassette for cash Transportation

A solid universal drop safe with atwo point secure access locking system for the safe storage

of bank notes at the till point. Notes are posted into the outer steel drop safe and stored neatly

and securely within the inner lockable spring loaded cassette

- Simple operation

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal cassette

- Universal fixing bracket

-Easy to install with solid fixing points

-2 point access locking system

Outer box - W 105mm D 185mm H 215mm Outer box - W 140mm D 255mm H 230mm



Counter Cache Original
Internal Pouch for cash Security

A robust drop safe, containing a lightweight pouch for the storage of bank notes. The inner re-

inforced fabric pouch has a carry handle, allowing easy portability to the back office for counting.

Spare pouches make shift changes faster and more convenient

- Multiple note deposits

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal pouch

- Anti fish entry point

-Unit can be top or bottom fixed

-Label slot for audit trail

- High security locks an keys

Counter Cache Classic
Internal Cassette for cash Transportation

The inner sealable cassette makes shift changes quick, easy and secure. This POS drop box

is fitted on a seperate mounting channel to make removal simple and conveient. The cassette

is designed to havesecurity seals fitted to give a complete audit trail

- Multiple note deposit

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal cassette

- Sealable inner cassette

-Anti fish entry point

-Perfect note presentation

-High security locks and keys

Outer box - W 115mm D 185mm H 215mm Outer box - W 130mm D 255mm H 240mm

www.cashtec.co.uk
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POS Cash Storage
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Cash & Valuable Transportation
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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Cash & Valuable Transportation
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Rubust Secure Cash Boxes
Available in 5 sizes & 4 colours

A range of cash boxes in various sizes and colours. All boxes come with 2 keys and iner plastic

trays to accomodate coin denominations

colours

4
Available in

- Powder coated steel

- Carry handle

- Lift out plastic coin tray

- Cylinder lock and 2 keys

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12” Size

Cash & Valuable Transportation
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Cash & Valuable Transportation

Seals Bags and Ties
Available in 5 sizes & 4 colours

A range of cash boxes in various sizes and colours. All boxes come with 2 keys and iner plastic

trays to accomodate coin denominations

Bag TypeItemColoursAvailableSize mm

A7A7 FlatRed - Blue - Clear170 x 230

A6A6 FlatRed - Blue - Clear240 x 250

A6A6 6LRed - Blue 240 x 250 x 100

A5A5 FlatRed - Blue - Clear300 x 250

A5A5 8LRed - Blue 300 x 250 x 100

A5A5 25LRed - Blue 300 x 250 x 350

A5A5 35LRed - Blue 300 x 250 x 450

A4A4 FlatRed - Blue - Orange - Clear 406 x 305

A4A4 12LRed - Blue - Orange406 x 305 x 100

A4A4 20LRed - Blue 406 x 305 x 150

A4A4 40LRed - Blue 406 x 305 x 350

A3A3 FlatRed - Blue - Orange - Clear 406 x 485 

A3A3 20LRed - Blue - Orange 406 x 485 x 100

A3A3 30LRed - Blue 406 x 485 x 150

Bespoke Logoed Seals
Available in various colours and designs

We supply a range of seals for the retail leisure and banking industries, we have the correct

seal for almost every application from securing mailing and cash bags to locking down a

retail delivery vehical

We can also bespoke your seal making it unique to your organisation by adding your com-

pany logo on whatever colour seal and design you choose

Ring SealVehical SealsCage Seals

Seals for EveryApplication...



No Mixed Coin Bags
Available in 5 sizes & 4 colours

No mixed coin bags approved by UK banks, often difficult to obtain from your bank in large vol-

umes theses coin bags will hold all coin denominations

- Plastic no mixed coin bags

- Labeled denominations

- Standard weight to work with money scales

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
Pack size

150 - 250 - 500 - 1,000 +

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Banknote Bands
Available for £5 - £10 - £20 - £50

UK Bank approved

Pack size

1,000 Bands per pack

Cash & Voucher Sealable Bags
Available in 7 colours

Keep Safe low security polythene envelopes are tough, clean and lightweight, ensuring contents

arrive securely and in perfect condition.

- Size 161 x 240 mm

- Micron 50 micron film

- Quantity 100 per pack

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Inner CIT Cash Bags
Security sealable inner cash bags

Inner cash bags that can be printed to suit company logos and sequencial numbers

- Opaque polythene mailer

- Printed or plain

- Various sizes

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

www.cashtec.co.uk
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Cash & Valuable Transportation
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Cash Management Sorters
Weigh coin cups, bank notes loose and bagged coin

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

-Export data via EPoS or Eternet

- Date, store and user ID can export to exel

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

CC1020 Coin Counter Tray & Note Holder -Sterling

CE2020 Coin Counter Tray & Note Holder- Euro

Mini Coin Counter Case
Available for £5 - £10 - £20 - £50

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

-Export data via EPoS or Eternet

- Date, store and user ID can export to exel

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

A complete cash management security box with everything an office needs to store, manage and

verify its petty cash. The 12"/30cm steel box contains an 8 compartment coin tray, with a lid, and a

sperate 3 compartment note tray. An integral pad and pen compartment contains a 60 sheet duplicate

receipt book, ball pen and fraudulent bank note checking pen. The unit comes complete with a steel

security tether allowing it to be attached to any fixed object for added security. Tough steel 

construction with cylinder lock, carry handle and tough anthracite paint finish. Supplied with 2 keys.  

Cash Management in a Box
The complete petty cash box



Coin Counting products
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Coin Counters & Sorters
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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Coin Counters & Sorters

Bulk Coin Weigher E520
Stirling and Euro coin Checker

Salter Brecnell E520 coin checker is a battery and mains powered electronic coin counter 

suitable for weighing Stirling and Euro coins up to 8KG. Pre-programmed coin weights for quick

and simple operation. Key features include small and big bag counting, coin count accumulation

and auto shut off to maximise battery life. Housed in a robust ABS case with a stainless steel

weight platter. Uk mains adaptor included

GBP & Euro Coin Sorter
Stirling and Euro coin sorter and batching capability

A low cost automatic coin sorter and counting machine for lower volumes of UK Sterling coin.

(Also available for Euro coins) Mains operated with a LED display showing the total value

counted and values for each denomination counted

- Mains and battery powered

- Tear function and big bag mode

- Pre-programmed coin values

- Intuitive menus and navigation

-Three line LCD display

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

- Counting speed: 216 coins per minute

- Pre-set denomination batching

- Desktop sorter

- Dimensions: 355(D)mm - 330(W)mm - 266(H)mm

-Net weight: 3.5KG

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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Coin Counters & Sorters

Coin Sorter Mach 6
With optional WAVE coin authentication

The Mach 6 is a fast, compact coin sorter/counter configurable for tabletop or higher volume 

applications requiring bagging capability. Mach 6 is the perfect solution for medium size bank

branches, retailers, transportation authorities and even casino operations, Highly configurable,

Mach 6 can track and consolidate management information, eliminating

the need for manual reporting

Coin Sorter Mach 3
Coin sorter/counter/packager

The Mach 3 is a versatile, cost efficient compact coin sorter that simplifies and speeds coin

proccessing for any bussiness that counts, sorts or packages coin by hand

- Up to 3000 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Managment information control

- Counterfeit coin option

-Selectable bag stops

-2 line alpha-numeric display

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

- Up to 1500 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Bagging function

- Continuous sorting

-PC connectivity

-Heavy duty chassis design

- Coin path access

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”



Coin Sorter Mach 9 and 12
High speed coin processing for high volume applications

The Mach 9 is a high speed coin sorter applicable to high volume processing centres where

throughput and reliability is paramount. Mach 9 is the perfect solution for financial processing 

centres, vending and transport companies and gamming houses. Highly configurable, Mach 9 can

track and consolodate management information eliminating the need for manual reporting. 

Optional coin authentication provides another layer of security and precise count assurance

Coin Counters & Sorterswww.cashtec.co.uk

- Up to 4,500 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Managment information control

- Counterfeit coin option

-10,000 coin feed

-Trouble free operation

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

WAVE Detection
Coin authentication technology

With the addition of patented WAVE coin authentication option, the Mach 9 becomes the ideal

machine to assist in the rejection of intrusive or counterfeit coins. Coin detection increases 

accountability while maintaining the highest degree of accuracy

The standard management information control system (MICS) provides three levels of memory

and allows other media - such as cheques, vouchers or bulk coin to be entered via keypad. Notes

can be entered manually or automatically transferred if note counter is interfaced, ensuring a com-

prehensive audit trail

An easy to read LCD graphic display provides clear function status and operational messages.

Selectable bag stops, batch, sub, grand totals are easily accessed via the direct keypad. Full en-

able easy and quick data entry. Patented quick release bag attachments make it easier and faster

for operators to remove and replace bags as they fill

Throughput is the truest measure of productivity and can only be acheaved when a coin counter

runs uninterupted. The Mach 9’s patented sorting system ensures trouble free operation and un-

rivalled performance

The Mach 9 was designed specifically for high volume applications. Its erganomic design is both

functionaland aesthetically pleaseing. Keypad and printer are easy to reach yet out of the way of

heavy coin bags. There’s a place to store pens, pencils, and clips and even a dedicated space to

rest coin bags

Efficent

Ease of Use

Unmatched Throughput

Thoughtful Design
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Coin & Note Money Scales
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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RS Money Scales connectivity Capable, Banking & Retail options
Weigh coin cups, bank notes loose and bagged coin

The RS monet scales will count the contentents of a till drawer in less than one minute. The scales are portable

and due to thier adjustable display the counting procedure can be done standing or sitting and in light or dark

enviroments. There is no need to press any buttons during the entire counting procedure. The subtotals are

added automatically in to a total sum

The RS is the easiest money scales on the market to oporate with its easy intuative menu it will allow the use

to configure to choice, There is also no need to send back to the manufacture for any service issues such as

calibration as this can be done easily by untrained personel

Stand alone or 
ConnectedSolution For counting Bagged coin - Till cups - Notes - Loose coin

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

-Export data via EPoS or Eternet

- Date, store and user ID can export to exel

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Comprehensive
WarrantySupport

Large hod for banking applications



Note and Value Counting products
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Note & Value Counters
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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Mixed Note Counter with Forgery Detection
Ideal for use with Counter Cahe

For complete convenience and added key security these key safes with built in carry handle can be 

temporarily located on the wall during the day and then easily removed at night. Ideal for use in retail

environments 

Piece Counter with Forgery Detection
Ideal for use with Counter Cahe

For complete convenience and added key security these key safes with built in carry handle can be 

temporarily located on the wall during the day and then easily removed at night. Ideal for use in retail

environments 

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

2”

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

2”
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2 Pocket Stirling & Euro Value Counter
Weigh coin cups, bank notes loose and bagged coin

The RS monet scales will count the contentents of a till drawer in less than

one minute. The scales are portable and due to thier adjustable display the

counting procedure can be done standing or sitting and in light or dark 

enviroments. There is no need to press any buttons during the entire counting 

procedure. The subtotals are added automatically in to a total sum

Stand alone or 
ConnectedSolution

- Set users per store

- Set user priviledges and ID

- Count cash totals in software

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Update new coin and note denominations

-Export data via EPoS or Eternet

- Date, store and user ID can export to exel

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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Paper Products
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens



Pre Printed till Rolls
Rolls for all popular makes and modeld

The RS monet scales will count the contentents of a till drawer in less than

one minute. The scales are portable and due to thier adjustable display the

counting procedure c

Roll SizeRolls per boxPlain none printed Printed upto 3 colours 

27 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

37 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40

37 x 80 x 17.5 Core single ply40

44 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40

44 x 80 x 17.5 Core single ply40

57 x 49 x 12.7 Core single ply40

57 x 57 x 12.7 Core single ply40

57 x 70 x 12.5 Core single ply20

70 x 80 x 12.7 Core single ply20

70 x 70 x 12.7 Core single ply20

82 x 76 x 17.5 Core single ply20

76 x 76 x 12.7 Core single ply20

97 x 76 x 12.7 Core single ply20

114 x 80 single ply                20

Paper Productswww.cashtec.co.uk
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a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Page 32 printed till rolls

Page 31 printed till rolls

Page 32 printed till rolls



Thermal Printer Rolls
Rolls for all popular makes and models

The RS monet scales will count the contentents of a till drawer in less than

one minute. The scales are portable and due to thier adjustable display the

counting procedure c

Roll SizeRolls per boxPlain none printed Printed upto 3 colours 

27 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

37 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40

37 x 80 x 17.5 Core single ply40

44 x 70 x 17.5 Core single ply40

44 x 80 x 17.5 Core single ply40

57 x 49 x 12.7 Core single ply40

57 x 57 x 12.7 Core single ply40

57 x 70 x 12.5 Core single ply20

70 x 80 x 12.7 Core single ply20

70 x 70 x 12.7 Core single ply20

82 x 76 x 17.5 Core single ply20

76 x 76 x 12.7 Core single ply20

97 x 76 x 12.7 Core single ply20

114 x 80 single ply                20

Paper Productswww.cashtec.co.uk
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a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Page 32 printed till rolls

Page 31 printed till rolls

Page 32 printed till rolls
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UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens

Comunications



2 way Comunications
2 Way radios for improved communications across 

Digital Two Way Radios are changing the face of the radio communications industry as consumers and

businesses demand higher quality wireless communication. And the digital 2 way radios available from

Cashtec bring you the very latest in digital communication at extremely affordable prices.

If you want the best digital two way radio for your business, event or location then wehave the Radio Sys-

tems for you – Bringing you the next generation of two way radio today from the World’s Leading 2 Way

Radio manufacturers including:

You no longer have to settle for second best when it comes to wireless communication

as our range of digital radios mean that whatever your requirements or budget, we now

have a digital solution to meet your needs.

To view our extensive range of digital two way radios 

currently available simply refare to the next page which is

constantly being updated with the very latest digital 2 way

radio technology. 

Accesories
We have a complete range of radio accessories for all our

brands of radios

www.cashtec.co.uk
8

Page 32 printed till rolls Page 32 printed till rolls

Page 31 printed till rolls

www.cashtec.co.uk
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2 Way radio comunications

Top Name Brands

for any Enviroment  ...

Comunication Products
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Page 32 printed till rolls

Page 31 printed till rolls

Page 32 printed till rolls
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The Motorola DP3400 is the next-generation of professional two-way

radio communication and comes with more performance, productivity

and value. Thanks to digital technology that delivers increased capacity

and spectrum efficiency, integrated data communications and 

enhanced voice communications.

The Motorola DP3400 provides clearer voice communications over a

greater range than comparable analogue radios with digital error 

correction and static and noise rejection. 

Capacity Plus

A scalable, single-site trunking solution that enables over a thou-

sand radio users to share business-critical voice and data communi-

cation on the same system. 

Emergency signaling

Sends a help signal to predefined person or group. 

Rugged design

Tightly sealed against wind and dust, and submersible in up to one

meter of water for 30 minutes.

Programmable side buttons

Enable access to favorite features such as one-touch calling and

quick text messaging. 

Bright sensors

Tricolor LED indicator shows feedback of calling, scanning or moni-

toring features. 

Emergency button

Alerts supervisor or dispatcher during an emergency situation.

Motorola DP3400

The Motorola DP3601 portable digital two way radio are the perfect

communication method for keeping business personnel in contact.

Conforming to ETSI DMR standards, these MOTORBO range digital

radios from Motorola feature a keypad, display and simple menu-driven

user interface.

The Motorola DP 3601 gives crystal clear, professional 

communications a licensed band and comes with with NiMH 1300 mAh

battery, impress single-unit charger, antenna, 2.5" belt clip and user

guide

Motorola DP3601

The Motorola DP3400 is the next-generation of professional two-way

radio communication and comes with more performance, productivity

and value. Thanks to digital technology that delivers increased capacity

and spectrum efficiency, integrated data communications and 

enhanced voice communications.

The Motorola DP3400 provides clearer voice communications over a

greater range than comparable analogue radios with digital error 

correction and static and noise rejection. 

Motorola DP3400

Built-in Global Positioning System (GPS) unit    

32 channels

IP57 weather-sealing provides protection for the radio from difficult

environmental conditions

Robust, textured Talk key ensures ease-of-use

Three user-definable buttons to allow operator to tailor the radio to

their own needs

Well-designed scanning formats help ensure that calls always reach

the user

Intuitive calling functions including group, individual and all

Emergency button and emergency call function to aid personnel

safety

Powerful remote monitoring features help guarantee personnel wel-

fare and enable swift evaluation of operator`s status

PTT ID function helping to provide improved radio efficiency 

Capacity Plus

A scalable, single-site trunking solution that enables over a thouand

radio users to share business-critical voice and data communication

on the same system.

Rugged design

Tightly sealed against wind and dust, and submersible in up to one

meter of water for 30 minutes.

Emergency signaling

Sends a help signal to predefined person or group.

Talkaround function

Offers option of speaking through a dispatcher or from unit to unit.

Contacts list

holds up to 256 contacts.

Menu-driven interface

uses icons or text, easing message reading and menu navigation.

Tricolor LED indicator

shows feedback of calling, scanning or monitoring features.
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Page 32 printed till rolls

Page 31 printed till rolls

Page 32 printed till rolls
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The new Motorola MOTOTRBO SL4000 Series is where function and style meet. With its thin, light and stylish 

design, the SL4000 from Motorola is the ultimate in discreet communications.

Combining versatility and power, the MOTOTRBO SL4000 Series portable radio is designed to meet the 

communication needs of customers in the hospitality, services, security and airport industries.

With exceptional audio clarity, the SL Series quality of digital can`t be surpassed along with unique features

to help your employees hear and speak clearly, wherever they work. The radio`s background noise suppression

filters out external clamour - from crowded exhibitions to busy airports.

The Motorola MOTOTRBO SL4000 is designed for discretion and professionalism and really is the choice of

the professional. 

Motorola MOTOTRBO SL4000

Covert operation

For the ultimate in discretion, when the radio is put in

covert mode it goes dark shielding the display, LED lights

and audible tones. Your personnel can also hear clearly

using the inconspicuous audioaccessories but no one

else can. For further discretion, a vibrate alert feature is

also included so third parties are never disturbed or 

interrupted. 

Intuitive features

The high resolution, full colour screen on the SL Series portable automatically senses ambient light and

adjusts backlighting for optimal viewing in all kinds of conditions. It also features a full keypad and an

enhanced programmable button that manages up to nine frequently used features. Press a button and

access all of your contacts or check the status of a work ticket with just a touch.  

Expanded capacity & coverage

The far-reaching performance of the MOTOTRBO SL4000 is perfect for staff throughout your buldings

and across your site.

The IP Site Connect solution dramatically improves customer service andproductivity by using the 

Internet to extend coverage to create a wide area network, enhance single site coverage or link 

geographically dispersed locations. Capacity Plus provides singlesite trunking, expanding capacity to

over 1,000 users.

Combining the benefits of both solutions, Linked Capacity Plus is an entry-level, multi-site trunking 

solution that expands capacity and extends coverage so large work teams can stay connected across

a wide area. So whether you want expanded coverage at a single site or across multiple ones, the 

Motorola SL4000can be scaled to meet your voice and data communication needs. 

Highly reliable

The Motorola SL4000 meets the most demanding specs, including IP54 for dust and water protection 

and U.S. Military Standard 810 C, D, E, F and G. For further peace of mind, it’s even backed by a 

two-year manufacturer’s warranty as standard. 

Sleek design

A slim and desirable shape means whoever uses

the Motorola SL4000series is guaranteed to look

professional at all times. And at less than half the

weight of a standard radio, the Motorola SL4000 is

easy to carry, comfortable to wear and elegant in

styling.

Product Features
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The Kenwood NX200 VHF digital 2 way radio is part of the NEXEDGE

range of products. All NEXEDGE® products use advanced DSP-driven

digital voice technologies and support both FM analogue and new dig-

ital fleets. System type conversion or expansion only requires software

options and/or additional base station units, i.e., no "major" upgrading.

The Kenwood NX200 digital radio offer a host of features such as clear

digital speech quality (further enhanced by voice encryption), lone

worker, emergency panic button, real-time SMS (text messaging), one

to one and one to many calls, GPS location, transparent data over

voice for connecting RFID, barcode scanner etc.

Portable radio with limited keypad and display

Antenna

Pocket clip, accessory clamp & cover

Li-On ultra high capacity Battery (KNB-48L)

512 Channel/128 zone

14 Character LCD

NXDX Digital Air Interface

AMBE2+ Vocoder

IP67 Water & Dust Intrusion

Digital trunking & conventional mode

Transparent Data Features

FleetSync compatibility

Emergency Call/Lone Worker features

Scan Features

Rugged Construction (MIL-STD 810 C/D/E/F and IP67) 

Kenwood NX200

The Kenwood NX300 UHF digital 2 way radio is part of the NEXEDGE

range of products. All NEXEDGE® products use advanced DSP-driven

digital voice technologies and support both FM analogue and new 

digital fleets. System type conversion or expansion only requires 

software options and/or additional base station units, i.e., no "major"

upgrading.

The Kenwood NX-300 digital two way radio gives you NEXEDGE®

conventional, trunked and wide area trunked IP network solutions with

secure digital voice and an array of advanced digital feature sets for

business and government sectors.

Kenwood NX300 UHF

The Kenwood NX300 E4 UHF digital 2 way radio is part of the

NEXEDGE range of products.System type conversion or expansion

only requires software options and/or additional base station units, i.e.,

no "major" upgrading.

The Kenwood NX-300 E4 digital two way radio gives you NEXEDGE®

conventional, trunked and wide area trunked IP network solutions with

secure digital voice and an array of advanced digital feature sets for

business and government sectors which makes the NX300 perfect for

local authorities, hospitals and any type of business where crystal clear

and reliable 

Motorola DP3400

Portable radio with limited keypad and display

Antenna

Pocket clip

Accessory clamp & cover

Li-On ultra high capacity Battery (KNB-48L)

512 Channel/128 zone

14 Character LCD

NXDX Digital Air Interface

AMBE2+ Vocoder

IP67 Water & Dust Intrusion

Digital trunking & conventional mode

Transparent Data Features

FleetSync compatibility

Emergency Call/Lone Worker features

Scan Features

Rugged Construction (MIL-STD 810 C/D/E/F and IP67)

NXDN Digital Air Interface

Upto 512 Channels

AMBE+2 Vocoder for Natural Sounding Digital Voice

Operates in NXDN Digital Conventional and FM Analogue modes,
even on the same channel

Autosenses Received Mode (Digital or Analogue)

Digital Conventional and Digital Trunking Modes

Multi-Site Digital Trunking, up to 60000 GIDs and 60000 UIDs per
Network

Multi-Site IP Network Compatible

True 6.25 kHz channel spacing operation

Includes Radio-To-Radio Mode (no repeater needed)

MIL-STD 810F Certification now includes 1-metre submersion 
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The Hytera PD785 digital handportable is the very latest in great value

handportables from the leading radio communications company Hytera. 

With keypad and colour LCD, the Hytera PD-785 is rapidly becoming the

choice of theprofessional who demands the latest in digital 

communications, high quality and great value.

The Hytera PD785 is fully compliant with DMR standards and now makes 

digital two radios more affordable than ever before. With integrated GPS

and a robust design, future proof your companies communications now. 

Hytera range of affordable comunications

The Hytera PD785 is fully compliant with DMR standards and now makes

digital two radios more affordable than ever before. With integrated GPS and

a robust design, future proof your companies communications now. 

Hytera PD785

Colour LCD Screen

Keypad

Dual analogue / digital mode

Superior voice quality

Full digital encryption

Up to 40% increase in battery life compared to analogue radios

The Hytera RD985 Digital Repeater from Hytera gives you remarkable service quality and is fully

compliant with DMR standards.

TDMA coding gives you twice the number of users per channel when compared to analogue,

the Hytera RD-985 Digital Repeater features dual mode operation and digital encryption for 

secure communications.

With the innovative LED and the 2.0“ HD color display, the Hytera RD985 gives you outsntand-

ing performance in addition to a pleasing visual experience. 

Hytera PD785 & G

Hytera RD89 Digital repeater
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Class2/BClass 3/CClass 4/DNo of usersManagerMasterTime delayCurier codeOne time code

Burton

Duox11x

NovemClass 3/Cx91x

Kaba Safe Locks

Kaba 525x1821xx

Kaba 528 - Stand alone lockx3641xx 

Auditcon 52T vertical, deadboltx2x

Audicon 252 vertical deadboltx1731xx

Auditcon 552 vertical deadboltx9451xx

CenconxUnlimitedxx

Paxosxxx2611x

Lagard Safe Locks

LG Augitgard 66ex81xx

LG Supra 30x301xx

Insys Safe Locks

Combistar simplexx2

Combistar Prox91xx

Combisatr Pro RFIDx91xx

Twinlock Bussinessxx9911xx

Twinlock IPxx9911xx

Twinlock Biopinxx9911xx

Twinlock OTCxx9911xxx

Elostar Biomasterx9911xx

M-Locks Safe Locks

Bravo Visionx91x

Tecmaster800011xxx

AuditconKaba 525Kaba 528TwinlockAuditgardCombistar ProBiomasterDuo
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A range of economical key cabinets that offer a high level of security ideal for use in large commercial

sites, the unit is built from 2mm solid steel and has a 5mmsolid steel door

ModelKS 27KS 71KS 133

External HxWxD (mm)360 x 300 x 100450 x 360 x 150650 x 320 x 200

Internal HxWxD (mm)355 x 295 x 25445 x 355 x 80645 x 415 x 130

Weight8KG15KG20KG

Key Hooks2771133

Secure
EstateKey
Management... 

- Electronic locking as standard

- Key tags and numbers supplied

- KS 133 is deeper than most cabinets making

it ideal for bunches of keys

- Input voucher, debit card payments

-Height adjustable key racks

-Back fixing x 4

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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Ideal for use with Counter Cahe
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For complete convenience and added key security these key safes with built in carry handle can be 

temporarily located on the wall during the day and then easily removed at night. Ideal for use in retail

environments 

- Key capacity choices: 13, 32, 48 key locations

- Robust Steel construction with silver effect finish

- Supplied with required key fibs, removable magnetic

hanging strips, 2 door keys and wall mounting kit. 

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” -

12”

ModelDimensions

16 Key Cabinet290 x 60 x 390132 Key Cabinet

32 Key Cabinet290 x 60 x 390

48 Key Cabinet290 x 60 x 560xKey Hooks

Key Tracking System
Ideal for use with Counter Cahe

For complete convenience and added

keysecurity these key safes with built in

carryhandle canbetemporarily located

on the wall during the day and then 

easily removed at night. Ideal for use in 

retail environments 

ModelDimensions

Key Tracking System - 6 Units275 x 80 x 275

Key Tracking System - 12 Units275 x 80 x 275

Key Tracking System - 18 Units275 x 80 x 500

Key Tracking System - 24 Units275 x 80 x 500

Standard Key Safes
For everyday use

ModelDimensions
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Commercial Safe Products
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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